
Fact Sheet: Ten Reasons Schools Should 
Offer Microsoft Certification to Students 

IT skills are in ever-
increasing demand  

Millennials and Gen Z’ers 
are not inherently IT smart 

Allows students to stand 
out, demonstrate 
professional commitment 

Results in better student 
engagement 

Facilitates & complements 
interdisciplinary learning 

Reduces knowledge gaps 
and computing mistakes 

Increases computer self-
efficacy 

Certs are associated with 
higher pay 

Part of a scalable, full- 
package learning solution 

There are no substitutes, 
Microsoft certs are 
hallmark for IT knowhow 

Whether it's MSOffice skills or hardware– or software

–specific technical skills, IT skills of all varieties are in 

short supply and demand for such is expected to 

increase severalfold over the next decade. 

Just because the current cohort of students live in an 

era of unprecedented access to smartphones, tablet 

PCs, digital apps, and the Internet, doesn't mean they 

are inherently knowledgeable of IT. Many secondary 

research findings reveal this.  

Technology is in a state of constant flux. Knowledge 

and skill domains quickly become obsolete. The only 

safeguard students can put in place for themselves is 

to keep abreast of major technology shifts. Microsoft 

certs are a way to remain knowledge and skill relevant. 

The results are in! Microsoft certification attainment 

is associated with higher GPA, lower absenteeism, 

fewer disciplinary actions, lower dropout rates, and 

greater enrollment in accelerated or STEM courses. 

IT skills are no longer exclusive to IT. Many fields of 

study are increasingly integrating more and more 

aspects of IT. Microsoft certification gives students 

across multiple disciplines a leg up in their learning. 

Success on an MOS exam typically requires a 

structured approach for learning MSOffice. Such an 

approach prevents knowledge gaps, which can have 

disastrous consequences in the workplace and often 

result if learning occurs in a desultory, less structured 

fashion. MOS certification leaves nothing to chance. 

When students become Microsoft certified their 

confidence levels generally rise. Their IT problem 

solving capabilities typically increase. Their work 

contributions are usually greater. 

An analysis of listed salaries in online job postings 

where MOS or MTA certification is specified shows 

both types of certs are associated with higher pay.  

Microsoft cert exams may be purchased with exam-

prep materials for students (curriculum and study 

guides) and instructional materials (lesson plans, 

professional development) for teachers/instructors.  

Microsoft certifications are highly recognized and 

respected in the job market. There are other IT 

certifications but many of these don’t have the cachet 

that Microsoft certs have. Schools can help students 

make their certifications count when the certifications 

are Microsoft certifications. 

Please read our whitepaper with the same title. 



Microsoft certification 
defined 

Microsoft certification refers to any specialized 

computing credential within any of these three main 

Microsoft programs: (1) Microsoft Office Specialist 

(MOS), (2) Microsoft Technology Associate (MTA), and 

(3) Microsoft Certified Professional (MCP). The 

relationship between these three certification 

programs is shown in the figure at the right. 

Each of the three programs is situated at a certain 

point or area along the IT skills continuum. The MOS 

program, for instance, corresponds to personal IT 

skills (sometimes also referred to as desktop-

computing or office-computing skills) and validates 

such. MOS certifications are available for each of the 

applications that comprise Microsoft Office. 

The MTA program corresponds to basic or 

fundamental skills relating to either application 

development, database management, or information 

systems/infrastructure and validates such. This 

program helps students explore possible careers 

within IT. The skills and knowledge acquired through 

MTA certification are sometimes sufficient for many 

entry-level IT jobs.  

The MCP program corresponds to professional-level 

IT skills (also pertaining to either application 

development, database management, or information 

systems/infrastructure) and validates such. 

Individuals obtain a certification through this 

program so they can get a job within IT or move up 

through the ranks if already employed within the  

 
field. The MCP program has multiple certification 

titles, such as the Microsoft Certified Solutions 

Associate (MCSA) and the Microsoft Certified 

Solutions Expert (MCSE). The different titles 

correspond to differing skill levels and abilities. 

The MOS and MTA programs are generally well 

suited for high schools, two-year colleges, and 

workforce training programs. The MCP program is 

generally suited for career colleges, universities and 

four-year colleges, and organizations that specialize 

in professional IT skills training and testing. 

Learn more by contacting a Certiport representative at 

www.Certiport.com/sales (telephone: 888-999-9830; 

international telephone: +1 (801) 847-3100) or visit 

www.Microsoft.com/certification 
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